FIRST RACE
Condition: NW $15,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS AE: WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $10,000 L5" AE: 3-6 YO NW 9 P-M RACES LT
Gait: Pace  Purse: $21,000  Class: NW15000L5  Dis: 1 Mile  Track Cond: FT  Temp-Allow: 50-0  Off Time: 7:04 PM
IN HORSE  MEDS PP  1/4  1/2  3/4  STR  FIN  TIME  LAST Q  ODDS  DRIVER  TRAINER
---
6 PYRO  L  6  1-2  1-1H  1-3H  1-6  1-6Q  1:51.0  28.1  2.20  Da Dube  Gi Garcia-
Herrera
5 ON THE CARDS N  L  5  3-3T  3-3  30-4H  3-6  2-6Q  1:52.1  28.3  18.10  Jo Stratton  Ja Huff
7 LEVINE  L  7  7-11T  7-9  6-8Q  6-9  4p3-7H  1:52.2  28.0  47.25  Sc Zeron  Me Scran
8 QUALITY BUD  L  8  3-7T  5-6  5-6T  4ip-7H  3dp4-7Q  1:52.2  28.1  5.50  Br Holland  Mi Forte
1 BLUEBIRD RECON  L  1  2-2  1-1H  2-3H  2-6  5-8Q  1:52.3  29.1  18.00  Ja Bartlett  De Laterza
2 SON OF A TIGER N  L  2  4-5T  4-4H  4o-6  5-7H  6-9  1:52.4  28.4  4.10  Ty Butler  Ro Harmon
8 JK'S CHAMP  L  8  8-13H  8-11  8-9T  7-10  7-9T  1:53.0  28.1  83.25  La Tritton  Sh Tritton
4 STRETCH THE LINE  L  4  6-10  6o-7H  x7o-9H  8-16Q  8-14Q  1:53.4  29.1  *.30  Ge Brennan  Ri Bucci

WINNING OWNERS: Anthony N Ventriglio, Manalapan, NJ

Pool: $10,501.14
$.10 SUPERFECTA  (5-1-8-3  ($.10 payoff)  $72.65)
Pool: $17,208.52
$2 TRIPLE-Trifecta  (5-1-8  $414.00)
Pool: $22,855.46

SECOND RACE
Condition: NW $30,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS AE: 3-6 YO NW 12 P-M RACES LT
Gait: Pace  Purse: $30,000  Class: NW30000L5  Dis: 1 Mile  Track Cond: FT  Temp-Allow: 50-0
IN HORSE  MEDS PP  1/4  1/2  3/4  STR  FIN  TIME  LAST Q  ODDS  DRIVER  TRAINER
---
4 LOCHINVAR ART A  L  4  1-1H  1-1H  1-1H  1-1H  1-1  1:53.0  26.4  *.55  La Tritton  Sh Tritton
1 BILL HALEY N  L  1  3-3  3-3  3-3  2-1  1:53.1  26.2  25.00  Ja Bartlett  La Hudson
2 BUDDY HILL  L  2  2-1H  2-1H  2-1H  2-1H  3-1H  1:54.0  26.4  5.00  Ya Gingras  Ja Bako
5 ROCKIN WITH aUITHIS A  L  5  6o-4H  6o-5H  6o-4H  4-5H  4-5  1:54.0  26.4  5.00  Ya Gingras  Ja Bako
3 MOONLIGHT SHADOW  L  3  4-4H  5-5  5-5H  5-5H  5-5  1:54.1  27.0  36.25  Ge Brennan  Pa Blumenfeld
2 BUDDY HILL  L  2  2-1H  2-1H  2-1H  2-1H  3-1H  1:53.1  26.2  17.40  Ma Kakaley  Tr Alexander
4 LOCHINVAR ART A  L  4  1-1H  1-1H  1-1H  1-1H  1-1  1:53.0  26.4  *.55  La Tritton  Sh Tritton

WINNING OWNERS: Gilberto Garcia-Herrera, Columbus, NJ

Pool: $12,645.44
$.10 SUPERFECTA  (4-1-2-6  ($.10 payoff)  $12.92)
Pool: $14,495.66
$2 TRIPLE-Trifecta  (4-1-2  $88.50)

THIRD RACE
Condition: CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $40,000
Gait: Pace  Purse: $17,000  Class: NW15000L5  Dis: 1 Mile  Track Cond: FT  Temp-Allow: 50-0
IN HORSE  MEDS PP  1/4  1/2  3/4  STR  FIN  TIME  LAST Q  ODDS  DRIVER  TRAINER
---
5 TOWNLINE ALL GOOD  L  5  1-1Q  2-1Q  3-1H  3-1H  1-1  1:52.3  28.0  *.15  Ja Bartlett  De Daguet
1 BILL HALEY N (Jason Bartlett)  L  1  4-3T  4-4T  4-2H  4-1H  2-1H  1:52.4  28.0  Da Dube  Gi Garcia-
Herrera
2 BUDDY HILL (Matthew Kakaley)  L  2  4-3T  4-4T  4-2H  4-1H  2-1H  1:52.4  28.0  Da Dube  Gi Garcia-
Herrera

WINNING OWNERS: Team Tritton Inc, Pinehurst, NY

Pool: $6,048.24
$2 EXACTA  (6-5-7  ($100 payoff)  $503.65)
Pool: $6,198.36

YONKERS RACEWAY Results
Monday, February 20, 2023
FOURTH RACE
Condition: NW $7,500 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OF THE BASE CLASS "NW$7,500 LAST 5" IN LAST START NE AE: WINNER IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW$5,000 LS" Gait: Pace Pursue: $14,000 Class: NW7500L5 Dis: 1 Mile Track Cond: FT Temp-Allow: 50-0 Off Time: 8:16 PM

Winning Owners: Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc, Wallkill, NY; Mac T Nichol, Burlington, ON, CA

WINNING HORSES
1st DEAN B HANOVER (5, G, BETTING LINE - DELI BEACH - SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE)

Pool: $4,139.66
$1 PICK 3                           (8-6-1 ($2 payoff) $487.50)
Pool: $13,920.12
$.10 SUPERFECTA                     (1-4-5-2 ($.10 payoff) $4.82)
Pool: $20,758.98
Pool: $25,582.22
$ 2 EXACTA                          (1-4 $12.20)

Pool: $2,582.22
$2 TRIPLE-Trifecta                 (1-4-5-2 ($2 payoff) $487.50)
Pool: $13,526.88
$1 PICK 4                          (8-6-1 ($2 payoff) $487.50)

Pool: $19,477.64

1st CAN B PERFECT (Brent Holland)

Winning Owners: Thomas Ceraso Jr, Stamford, CT

FIFTH RACE
Condition: CLAIMING HANDICAP $50,000-75,000 Gait: Pace Pursue: $21,000 Class: 50-75CLM Dis: 1 Mile Track Cond: FT Temp-Allow: 50-0 Off Time: 8:41 PM

Winning Owners: Eric A Prevost, Boynton Beach, FL

WINNING HORSES
1st BARBAPOS (Jordan Stratton)

Pool: $19,477.64
$1 PICK 4                           (6-3-5-8 ($2 payoff) $256.50)
Pool: $10,915.36
$.10 SUPERFECTA                     (8-6-5-1 ($.10 payoff) $107.65)
Pool: $18,058.04
Pool: $21,740.92
$ 2 EXACTA                          (8-6 $271.00)

Pool: $21,740.92
$2 TRIPLE-Trifecta                 (6-3-7-4 ($2 payoff) $64.50)
Pool: $10,915.36
$1 PICK 3                          (6-4-5-8 ($2 payoff) $256.50)

Pool: $4,139.66

1st BALLERAT BOOMERANG (Jason Bartlett)

Winning Owners: Eric A Prevost, Boynton Beach, FL

Claimed: LONG WEEKEND A, BIG SIR

SIXTH RACE
Condition: NW $15,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS AE: WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW$10,000 LS" AE: 3-6 YO NW 9 P M RACES LT Gait: Pace Pursue: $21,000 Class: NW15000L5 Dis: 1 Mile Track Cond: FT Temp-Allow: 50-0 Off Time: 9:00 PM

Winning Owners: Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc, Walikill, NY; Mac T Nichol, Burlington, ON, CA

WINNING HORSES
1st CAN B PERFECT (Jordan Stratton)

Pool: $19,477.64
$2 TRIPLE-Trifecta                 (6-3-7-9 ($2 payoff) $487.50)
Pool: $21,740.92
$1 PICK 4                          (8-6-1 ($2 payoff) $487.50)

Pool: $4,139.66
SEVENTH RACE
Condition: NW $33,126 IN LAST 5 STARTS AE: 3-6 YO NW 12 P-M RACES LT
Gait: Pace
Purse: $30,000
Class: NW33126LS
Dis: 1 Mile
Track Cond: FT
Temp-Allow: 50-0
Off Time: 9:23 PM

Winning Owners: Engblom Stable LLC, East Windsor, NJ

1st THEFLYINGROCK (5, G, ROCKINCAM - ITSTIMEFORMETOFLY - CHEYENNE REI)

Pool: $21,859.04
$1 PICK 3                           (3-2-1, 3 ($2 payoff) $35.20)
Pool: $11,003.08
$.10 SUPERFECTA                     (1-2-4-5 ($.10 payoff) $2.30)
Pool: $16,995.20
$2 TRIPLE-Trifecta                  (1-2-4 $29.20)
Pool: $29,030.96
$2 EXACTA                          (1-2-4 $18.40)

4-CHANTEE (Patrick Lachance)                                 4.50
2-TIME TO DANCE (James Marohn Jr)                  4.00      2.60
1-THEFLYINGROCK (Jason Bartlett)         5.30      3.10      2.40

Time-28.0; 56.3; 1:25.1; 1:53.1

WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $7,500 L5"

EIGHTH RACE
Condition: OPEN HANDICAP POST POSITIONS 1-5 DRAWN POST POSITION 6 ASSIGNED
Gait: Pace
Purse: $36,000
Class: OPEN HDP
Dis: 1 Mile
Track Cond: FT
Temp-Allow: 50-0
Off Time: 9:47 PM

Winning Owners: Vip Internet Stable LLC, Piscataway, NJ; Bukers Stable, Easley, SC

1st IDEALSOMEMAGIC A (9, G, AMERICAN IDEAL - LIFES JUST MAGIC - BETTOR'S DELIGHT)

Pool: $13,160.24
$.10 SUPERFECTA                     (3-1-2-5 ($.10 payoff) $12.00)
Pool: $20,663.48
$2 TRIPLE-Trifecta                  (3-1-2 $58.50)
Pool: $29,030.96
$2 EXACTA                          (3-1 $19.40)

2-SETH HANOVER (Austin Siegelman)                            4.50
1-AMERICANLIGHTNINGN (Jason Bartlett)              5.70      3.00
3-IDEALSOMEMAGIC A (Jordan Stratton)     3.60      2.70      2.60

Time-27.2; 56.2; 1:24.2; 1:52.2

WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $33,126 L5"

NINTH RACE
Condition: NW $10,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $10,000 L5" IN LAST START NE AE: WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $7,500 L5"
Gait: Pace
Purse: $18,000
Class: NW10000LS
Dis: 1 Mile
Track Cond: FT
Temp-Allow: 50-0
Off Time: 10:11 PM

Winning Owners: Engblom Stable LLC, East Windsor, NJ

1st THEFLYINGROCK (Jason Bartlett)                                 2.30
2-TIME TO DANCE (James Marohn Jr)                  4.00      2.60
4-CHANTEE (Patrick Lachance)                          4.00

Time-28.0; 56.3; 1:25.1; 1:53.1

WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $7,500 L5"

Scratched: NANDOLO N (Veterinarian - Sick)

Scratched: BRACKLEY BEACH (Veterinarian - Sick), VESPA N (Veterinarian - Sick)
TENTH RACE
Condition: NW $15,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS  AE: WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $10,000 L5"  AE: 3-6 YO NW 9 P-M RACES LT

HN HORSE  MEDS PP  1/4  1/2  3/4  STR  FIN  TIME  LAST Q  ODDS  DRIVER  TRAINER
6 ARDEN MESSI N  L  5  5-7H  5-6  4o-2Q  4-1H  1-T  1:53.1  27.4  *1.35  Ja Bartlett  An Harris
2 GALANTE A  L  2  2-2  2-1H  2-1H  2-1H  2-T  1:53.2  28.1  8.60  Sh Vanlee  Sh Vanlee
4 LOYO LENNON A  L  3  1-2  1-1K  1-1  1-1H  3-1Q  1:53.2  28.2  1.40  Jo Stratton  Do Dilioan Jr
7 FOREVER FAY  L  6  6-9H  6-7H  6-5Q  6-3  4-2  1:53.3  27.3  35.75  Br Boyd  De Laterza
1 SAVE ME A DANCE  L  1  3-3T  3-3  2o-T  3-1H  5-3  1:53.4  28.3  4.60  Ya Gingras  Tr Alexander
4 GINGRAS BEACH  L  4  4-5H  4-4H  5-3Q  5-3  6-3H  1:53.4  28.1  22.40  vs Zeron  Pe Engblom
8 DEAL THE Cards  7  7-12H  7-13H  x7pu-DIS - 0:00.0  00.0  22.40  Sc Zeron  Pe Engblom

Time: 27.2; 56.3; 1:25.0; 1:53.1

6-ARDEN MESSI N (Jason Bartlett)  4.70  3.50  2.50
2-GALANTE A (James Marohn Jr)  5.00  2.90
3-SOHU LENNON A (Jordan Stratton)  2.30

$2 EXACTA  (6-2 $18.80)
Pool: $14,536.02

$2 TRIPLE-Trifecta  (6-2-3 $44.80)
Pool: $10,591.06

$.10 SUPERFECTA  (6-2-3-7 ($0.10 payoff) $10.25)
Pool: $6,276.68

ELEVENTH RACE
Condition: CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $30,000

HN HORSE  MEDS PP  1/4  1/2  3/4  STR  FIN  TIME  LAST Q  ODDS  DRIVER  TRAINER
4 LYONS JOHNNYJNR  4  2-1H  2-2  3-1H  3-1H  1-H  1:53.4  28.4  *1.10  Ma Kakaley  Tr Alexander
2 HURRIKANEKINGJAMES  L  2  3-3  3-3H  2o-1  2-H  2-H  1:53.4  28.4  11.90  Br Boyd  An Adamczyk
8 MACINTOSH N  L  8  1-1R  1-2  1-1  1-H  3-T  1:54.0  29.1  9.00  Ya Gingras  Ja Bako
7 ITALIAN DELIGHT N  L  7  4-4H  4-5  4o-2H  4-3  4-1  1:54.0  28.4  3.65  Jo Stratton  Pe Engblom
3 SHARK PLAY  L  3  6-7T  6-9  6o-8H  5-5H  5-4  1:54.3  28.1  7.90  Ge Brennan  Sc Di Domenico
5 GINGER TREE PETE  L  5  7-9Q  7-11  7-13H  7-1H  7-9H  1:55.3  28.1  11.40  Br Holland  Pa Buihnfield
6 RICKYBOBBYTHEHAUS  L  6  8-10T  8-13  8-15H  8-14H  8-14T  1:56.4  29.0  18.70  Ma Ruiz  Pe Engblom

Time: 28.1; 57.2; 1:24.4; 1:53.4

4-LYONS JOHNNYJNR (Matthew Kakaley)  4.20  2.60  2.50
2-HURRIKANEKINGJAMES (Braxton Boyd)  7.30  4.10
8-MACINTOSH N (Yannick Gingras)  3.80

$2 EXACTA  (4-2 $31.20)
Pool: $14,863.24

$2 TRIPLE-Trifecta  (4-2-8 $(0.10 payoff $100.55)
Pool: $11,005.40

LATE DOUBLE-Daily Double  (6-4 $13.80)
Pool: $9,460.56

$1 PICK 3  (1,3-5,6-4 ($2 payoff $37.00)
Pool: $37.00

$1 PICK 4  (2-1,3,7-5,6-4 ($2 payoff $125.00)
Pool: $18,533.62

Total Handle: $853,369

Scratched: JD (Veterinarian - Sick)